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Chapter 3404 

David, who had left not long ago, spat out a mouthful of blood! 

The whole person was exhausted to the extreme, and his head was so dizzy 
that he almost fainted! 

Zhe Yan in the sea of consciousness kept calling David to keep David awake! 

Just now, David was just holding on in front of everyone in the Ning family. If 
he showed such weakness, David knew that the Ning family would definitely 
not be able to withstand the temptation of God King Gong and attack him! 

Especially the ancestor of the Ning family, David always felt very familiar to 
him, but he couldn’t see through him! 

He stumbled like this for who knows how long. David couldn’t hold on 
anymore and fell to the ground with a thud! Just 

when David fell, a figure appeared quickly. This person was Luo Xi who had 
escaped. Looking at David who had fainted, he directly picked up David and 
left! 

At this moment, where David was fighting with Qi Peijia, five people hurried 
over! 

At a glance, these five people all exude the aura of the seventh level of the 
Tribulation Realm. Five of them are at the seventh level of the Tribulation 
Realm. They can be considered masters! 

One of the guys with a lion’s head and body was staring around, his eyes 
sharp! 

“Lion King, this is the battlefield of gods and demons. How could there be the 
aura of the God King’s Bow? I think you are mistaken?” “I found that 



after the God King’s Bow was taken away from the Valley of the Dead, you 
changed I’m so nervous.” 

“This is the battlefield between gods and demons, another dimension. How 
could the God King’s Bow appear here?” 

said a guy with a sallow face and spots all over his face! 

“Leopard King, you know nothing. Couldn’t the guy who took away the God 
King’s Bow also enter the battlefield of gods and demons?” “ 

If that’s the case, there is the aura of the God King’s Bow in the battlefield of 
gods and demons, which is also very dangerous. It’s normal.” 

Another old man with a sharp mouth and monkey cheeks sneered.road! 

“Monkey King, aren’t you afraid when you say this? If the guy who took away 
the God King’s bow really enters the battlefield of gods and demons, I think 
we should leave this battlefield of gods and demons as soon as possible.” “ 

Otherwise Draw the bow and shoot arrows, none of us can escape…” 

The Leopard King said to the old man with a sharp mouth and monkey 
cheeks! 

“My feeling is not wrong. The God-King Bow must have appeared. Now as 
long as we find who has taken the God-King Bow, we can get the God-King 
Bow back.” The Lion King believed in his feeling 

! 

“Lion King, it’s not that I’m spoiling the fun. Even if you take back the God 
King’s Bow, are you capable of pulling it?” “ 

The God King’s Bow has been embedded in the Valley of the Dead for so 
many years, and you can’t even take it off. You still want to take the God 
King’s Bow.” Well, I don’t think our efforts are in vain, let’s find some treasures 
that we can use in this battlefield of gods and demons.” 

Leopard King said playfully! 

The Lion King gave the Leopard King a cold look, but didn’t say anything! 



“Okay, we should act quickly. We finally have the opportunity to enter the 
battlefield of gods and demons. Don’t waste it.” “Nowadays, the power of the 
demons is getting 

stronger and stronger, and the human monks’ hatred and pursuit of the 
demons are also increasing.” It’s getting weaker and weaker, and some even 
reach cooperation.” 

“Now only our orcs are the weakest, we must unite in the future, otherwise our 
life will be very difficult in the future.” 

A Xingmei Jianmei , said the middle-aged man with a red face! 

“The Thousand-faced Demon King is right. We orcs must unite. I heard that 
Mingli Royal City and Yihe’s Demon Imperial City are fighting again.” “It’s very 
lively this time. It’s likely that both sides will be hurt. This 

time The two guys are the weakest, but they fight the most happily. They are 
fighting each other all day long, and they don’t focus on practicing.” 

A woman dressed very coquettishly said! 

This is the only female among the five! 
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“Fox Princess, I think among our Three Sovereigns and Four Kings, you are 
the most evil-minded. You plot others all day long. You got this position by 
sleeping, right?” the Monkey King said with a smile 

. 

The Fox Queen’s face turned cold, and her eyes were full of murderous intent 
as she said, “You stinking monkey, you want to sleep, but I won’t let you 
sleep…” “Okay, stop 

arguing, we will act separately. If there is an emergency, we will be there 
immediately. Contact each other, this time on the battlefield between gods 



and demons, we must find more treasures to improve the overall strength of 
our orcs.” 

Thousand-faced Demon King said with a solemn expression! 

A few people nodded and then dispersed. It seemed that they all respected 
the Thousand-faced Demon King! 

On the other side, David was carried by Luo Xi and quickly crossed the 
wasteland and came to a land of mountain peaks! 

The environment here has changed, the mountains are undulating, and there 
are still green trees. It is easy to find a place to hide. 

Luo Xi carried David to a cave. Looking at David, who was pale and 
unconscious due to serious injuries, Luo Xi was also a little helpless! 

She didn’t understand medical treatment either, so she could only watch 
David helplessly, hoping that David would wake up safely! 

Just like that, Luo Xi was guarding David, but it had been a day and a night, 
and David didn’t make any movement at all! 

At this time, Luo Xi was a little anxious. It had been so long and David hadn’t 
woken up yet, so he might never wake up again! 

If David doesn’t wake up, Luo Xi won’t treat David. He can only wait for David 
to wake up and heal himself! 

Just when Luo Xi was anxious, he suddenly felt something moving outside the 
cave! 

Luo Xi frowned, her heart in her throat. Then she waved her palms gently, 
covering David with a breath, and she walked out of the cave! 

Now that David was unconscious and his breath was very weak, Luo Xi used 
his own breath to cover up David’s breath so that others could not detect 
David’s breath! 

Just when Luo Xi walked out of the cave, a cold light suddenly flashed in front 
of him! 



Luo Xi didn’t even have time to react. He took a deep breath and a strand of 
hair fell from the top of his head! 

Luo Xi’s expression changed drastically, and he quickly touched his body and 
found that there was no wound! 

“It turns out there is a little witch hiding in this cave. I thought there would be 
some big prey…” 

A woman with a very voluptuous figure and heavy makeup appeared in front 
of Luo Xi. 

And behind this woman, there was actually a white fluffy tail. Luo Xi knew at a 
glance that the woman was an orc! 

“Who are you? I am Luo Xi from the Blood Spirit Valley, and the owner of the 
Blood Spirit Valley is my father…” 

Luo Xi announced his family name, just hoping to scare the other party and 
prevent him from hurting him! 

Because Luo Xi could feel that the opponent’s strength was much higher than 
hers. If this woman hadn’t been merciful just now, Luo Xi’s head would have 
been moved! 

“Giggle…” the woman laughed, “You don’t have to move the Blood Spirit 
Valley to scare me. If I want to kill you, I don’t care who you are.” “My name is 

Bai Qian, and many people like to call me The Fox Princess…” 

“The Fox Princess?” Luo Xi was stunned, and his face instantly turned 
extremely ugly! 

Seeing Luo Xi’s expression, Bai Qian seemed to have guessed something. He 
smiled lightly and said, “Little witch, have you heard of me?” 

Luo Xi nodded! 

“Then what have you heard about me?” Bai Qian continued to ask! 

“I…” 

Luo Xi didn’t dare to say it. After all, the rumors outside were very unpleasant! 



“You don’t have to be afraid. I’ve heard the rumors about me outside. Just say 
it boldly.” 

Bai Qian put away her charming body and even her white fluffy tail behind her, 
like a neighbor. The eldest sister looked at Luo Xi and said. 

 


